Support the
AUC Scholarship Fund
Empower the next generation of changemakers and international leaders with
your donation. The Amsterdam University College Scholarship Fund
(ASF) will support diverse and talented students, in equal measure,
to work towards academic success and realise their potential.

Benefits of donating

How to donate

Access to a talented pool of high achieving and diverse students
for internships and accomplished alumni for your work force.

Diversity Awards Programme (DAP): Empower first-generation
university students and Dutch students with a migration
background to attend AUC. This sponsorship option entails
a 3-year commitment at 5,000 EUR per year.

Visibility for your company in AUC’s local and international network.
Branding your company as a supporter of young and diverse talent
in Amsterdam.
Tax benefits for donating to an ANBI designated organisation.

Establish a named scholarship: Donors can aid the development
of the global leaders of tomorrow and simultaneously promote
their brand. The name of the fund is decided by the donor,
who may also request certain conditions for application. The
minimum donation for a named scholarship is 15,000 EUR per
year for a minimum of 3 years.
Partner scholarship: This option is meant for foundations,
grant-makers and non-profit organisations that want to offer
a joint scholarship with the ASF. The scholarship size and
conditions are tailored to suit the partner’s interest, financial
capacity, and terms and conditions of the donation.
Flexible scholarship donation: This donation consists of
a three-year commitment, with the amount open for discussion.

Impact of your donation
Scholarships give diverse
students the opportunity
to meaningfully participate
in the AUC community, and
helps them with their heavy
financial burden.
Gabriele Plukaite

“I am happy to get equal chances”

“Without the extra budget it would
have been impossible to graduate.”

Philip Ngare

ASF empowers the next
generation of changemakers
and international leaders to
work toward academic
success and realise their
potential.

Amsterdam University College

The ASF scholarship recipients
enrich AUC’s community by
diversifying the student body
and bringing a broad depth of
knowledge, experiences, and
thoughts.

“I can focus on my studies and
not worry about money”

Bence Sugár

“The world looks brighter when you
are not left on a peanut butter diet.”

Mahi Shah

Donations made to the AUC
Scholarship Fund are used
solely to support students.
All proceeds go directly to
ASF Scholars.

More info? Contact Gerylaine Campos
+31 (0)20 525 8780 | g.campos@auc.nl | www.auc.nl
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Facts and figures

Number of scholarship students 		 67
Number of DAP awardees 		 13
Number of nationalities of ASF students 		 34
Total amount of scholarships awarded €619,150
Total amount of DAP awarded € 65,000
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The ASF-scholarship made a great difference for us
“Being an ASF student motivated me
to keep setting higher standards
for myself. The deep friendships
made at AUC were what carried
me through the college experience
and way beyond.”
Dora Tamari-Tutnjevic

“AUC has made me a better writer
and presenter. The traits I’ve acquired
during my time at AUC — to be
determined, confident, resourceful
and sociable — definitely stay
relevant to my work.”
Jens Maluck

Thao Lam

“I am very interested in new and
emerging technologies, how they
shape our work and social environment, and what potential they
possess to advance humanity as
a whole.”
Class of 2012
Major: Social Sciences
Current occupation: Self-employed
as Cross-Cultural Integrator

Class of 2013
Major: Sciences
Current occupation: Chief of Staff
at BUX

Class of 2016
Major: Sciences
Current occupation: PhD Candidate
at Academic Medical Centre

What is the most valuable thing
you learned at AUC?
“AUC has really prepared me for
independent work that involves
creating something from scratch.
Once I left academia and got
to work in a start-up business
environment, I was surprised
at how well-prepared I felt
for the challenges of the unknown.”

What have you been up to since
graduating from AUC?
“After graduation, I got my master’s
in Management Science and
Operations from the University of
Cambridge. I was interested in what
good leadership means, especially
in today’s rapidly changing work
environments. After my MPhil
degree,I got back into strategy
consulting.”

How did the ASF shape your AUC
experience?
Without the financial support I would
have never made it. Looking back at
my ASF application: “AUC is where
my inspiration could come to life.
The education from AUC is central
to becoming an advocate in my own
right.” This sentiment resonates
throughout the years and I will
forever value this opportunity.

